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Unleash Your Creativity

Collaboration happens everywhere, from the physical world to the digital world, from 

personal workspaces to coworking spaces. No matter how and where collaboration takes 

place, your goal is to instantly connect, freely create, and effectively communicate.

Being able to show your content, and illustrate your ideas digitally by drawing and writing is 

the key to make collaboration more productive. 

•	  Transform your PC to a giant touch screen.

•	  Visualize ideas with best-in-class touch and intuitive Ideao Pen.

•	  Take notes on your document with full Windows Ink compatibility.

•	  Extended port connectivity and power charging to your laptop.

•	 	Enjoy	all	the	benefits	by	a simple plug of a cable.

Revolutionize the way you collaborate.

QHD 24"

P-Cap Touch

Ideao Pen

Speaker

10-Port Hub

Powered Type-C

Ergonomic Stand

Plug & Play



Brighter. Richer. Simply Stunning. Sophisticated, High Precision Multi-Touch

With higher resolution than Full HD, Ideao Hub’s 24” QHD display delivers crystal-clear images 

with vibrant color. Enjoy the power of WCG (Wide Color Gamut) display- it reproduces more 

life-like images for an outstanding viewing experience.

With 350-nit brightness, Ideao Hub lets you work on any content and ensures captivating 

images under any lighting condition.

Adapt the best projected-capacitive touch, Ideao Hub offers the best user experience with high 

accuracy and imperceptible latency. Optical bonding technology further eliminates the parallax 

to give you natural touch and improve the contrast of the display.

Every effort put into Ideao Hub is to offer the most responsive and intuitive user experience, 

and let you touch, write, and draw as naturally as possible.

Say goodbye to the non-touch display, and enjoy the versatile Ideao Hub!

Slim-edge for seamless viewing experience 

QHD 2560x1440

Best in class P-Cap touch technology

4096 pressure level

Microsoft Pen Protocol compatible

Windows Ink optimization



Extraordinary Writing Experience Never Let Your Next Big Idea Slip Away!

Microsoft Pen Protocol (MPP 2.0) 

4096 Pressure Levels

Optimized for Windows Ink

Palm Rejection

Tilt Function

Eraser Hotkey

Light weight
Streamline Shape

Pressure Level Windows Ink Rechargeable

Type-C

Smooth Pen Tip

Spare Nib

Storage Box

Silicon Pen 
Tip Cover

Ideao	Pen	enables	the	most	fluent	paper-like	writing	experience	on	Ideao	Hub.	Ideao	

Pen adopts the high-end MPP 2.0 with 4096 pressure levels, works seamlessly with 

Windows Ink so you can jot down and save quick notes, ideas, meeting discussions 

on your documents or on the digital whiteboard. 

With an eco-friendly rechargeable battery, simply plug in the type-C cable to 

charge the pen. With 80 operating hours, the pen is always ready for you. 



Bring Your Own Computer,

And You Are All Set.

Let Ideao Hub be the center of your workspace. With one type-C cable connected 

to your computer, you can start sharing the screen, and touch back to control 

your laptop. With multiple I/O ports embedded, Ideao Hub works as a big docking 

station and provide extra connectivities to every meeting peripherals!

In a hot desking environment, people can conveniently just bring their own 

laptops to work and instantly enjoy every device connected to an Ideao Hub 

through a simple plug of a cable.

Touch back with just a 
single Type-C cable



Team Collaboration Lift & Tilt

Simply Flip Match Your Space

Swivel the stand and let the team see 

the content clearly from a comfortable 

angle.

The ergonomic design let 

you lift up and down to 

adjust the height, and tilt 

it to the angle that you can 

lay your palm comfortably 

on the screen to write.

Rotate the display into portrait 

mode to better read contracts, code 

programs, or design creative works. 

Just like a giant pad!

Ideao	Hub	is	more	flexible	than	

the monitor with built-in stand. 

With VESA compatibility, you 

can easily fit Ideao Hub into 

your preferred monitor arm or 

wall	mount	on	the	office	desk.

Make it match your space, and 

free your desk.



Easy to Deploy.

Built for Any Space and Professional.

From personal working to group brainstorming, Ideao Hub is built for 

idea creation, inspiring presentation, and team collaboration in any 

workplace.

As a team leader, you need the team to collaborate with productivity.

As an educator, you want the students to engage better in class.

As a consultant, presenting your ideas to convince your customer is 

crucial.

No matter what your profession is, Ideao Hub helps you visualize your 

ideas to remote team members by expressing yourself intuitively with 

the smoothest inking experience. 

Meet Ideao Hub.



Specifications

Display

Touch

Ports

Others

Screen Size 24"
Resolution 2560 x 1440 (QHD)
Display Area 527 x 296 mm
Display Ratio 16 : 9
Brightness Typ. 350 cd/m2

Color Depth 8-bit
Contrast Ratio 1000 : 1
Response Time Typ. 14ms
Refresh Rate 75Hz
Panel Surface Optical Bonding, 7H
Life Time 30,000 Hrs
NTSC Typ. 88%
Color Gamut Wide Color Gamut

Touch Technology Projected-Capacitive Touch
Touch Type Pen With Palm Rejection / Finger

Writing Tools
Active Pen (Support MPP2.0, 
4096 Pressure Points)

Multi-Touch Points Support 10 points
HID Support 
(No Driver Required)

Yes

Touch Response Time 8 ms
Positioning Accuracy ±1 mm
Communication Interface USB-B, USB-C

Transportation / Storage

Stand

Tilt (Forward/Back) : 5° / 60°
Vertical Rotation: 90°
Swivel : -45°~45°
Height : 0~133.7mm

VESA Mount 100 x 100 mm

Dimension

540 x 456 x 266mm 
(with Stand)
540 x 322 x 56mm 
(monitor only)

Package Size

785 x 195 x 400 mm 
(with stand)
625 x 145 x 405mm 
(monitor only)

Net Weight
8.5 kg (with stand)
4.0 kg (monitor only)

Speaker Max.Power Output 2 x 3 W
Power Voltage Required AC 100-240 V (50/60 Hz)
Kensington Lock Yes

Package Contents

Ideao Hub 
Adapter
Power Cable
USB-C 3.0 Cable (1M)
USB-B to A 3.0  (1.5M)
Stand

Inputs

TYPE-C x1( PD 65W supported) 
HDMI 2.0 x1 
DVI x1
VGA x1
USB-A 2.0 x2 
USB-A 3.0 x1
Audio-In (Jack 3.5mm) x1

Outputs
USB B 3.0 x1
Audio-Out (Jack 3.5mm) x1

Build the Solution That Works Best for You

Pro Webcam : excellent video & audio

Ideao Hub Ideao Pen (Optional)

C470 C830 Cube DC400



FTI designs innovative and AI powered collaboration solutions that 
revolutionize remote communication and create the most true-to-life 
experience in a virtual environment. Powered by big data and consumer insight 
discovery, we infuse fun, artistic design and surprising technologies into our 
products to deliver the most mind-blowing experience for people.©Fun Technology Innovation Inc.

funtechinnovation.com


